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Taking into account the kinds of
opportunities and challenges faced by
feminists located in African universities, the
GWS Africa project offers African-authored
and African-centred material that takes
gender seriously. Here we offer Teaching &
learning resources developed by the project.
GWS Africa uses Information and communication technologies for the development and dissemination of
intellectual resources to support and strengthen African-based teaching and research in gender studies. The project
started out of a need to respond to the challenges faced by higher education institutions on the continent and in
particular, to the development of Gender and Women’s Studies programmes. There is a dearth of home-grown
gender research that addresses the poorly understood realities of African gender relations and cultures.
To augment the materials presented here, we suggest that you consult the journal, Feminist Africa. Feminist Africa
is a continental gender studies journal produced by a community of feminist scholars. It provides a platform for
intellectual and activist research, dialogue and strategy.
You can reach Feminist Africa by clicking here
We are constantly updating the materials with related news, events and resources relevant to the subject areas.
Please refer to the "Related" section below to access these resources. We hope that you will find both the learning
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Nandi is a Researcher and Education
Officer at the International Labour
PERSON
Selina Mudavanhu is a Web Content
Developer at the African Gender
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Head of Department of the African
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Officer at the International Labour
and Information Group (ILRIG),
where she has written position
papers, research papers and articles




Developer at the African Gender
Institute (AGI). She joined the AGI
in February of 2009.
Read More
Head of Department of the African
Gender Institute on the 10th of
August 2011 presented a paper at a
seminar hosted by the Institute for
Humanities in Africa (HUMA) and




My early heroes included Amina of
Zazzau, the socialist-feminist
activists Gambo Sawaba and
Funmilayo Ransome-Kuti, and my
grandmothers. During the 1960’s and
1970’s I had the benefit of a sound




Jane Bennett has disciplinary
backgrounds in literature, linguistics,
sociology and feminist theory, and
has worked at the State University of
New York, Barnard College, and
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